The Southwest Classic concluded the Tyler 4 show series held at The Texas Rose Park in Tyler, TX. Things got under way on Wednesday with the Take 2 Thoroughbreds. Stephanie Peterson took home the Tricolor on her Paradise Bay and Preacher owned by Merrilee Braley and ridden by Kim Brunson was reserve champion.

On Thursday the Texas Pre Green Super Stakes was held after a rain delay and Chris Nelson piloted Diane Garza's Sacre'-Coeur (pictured below) to the top spot with Katcha Laughin owned and ridden by Laura Sisson second. Third went to Mor Finnegan owned by Lee Inbody and ridden by Lauren Mc Kenzie.

The $5000 EMO Classic was moved to Saturday due to the weather and Joshua Tabor took the top spot with Leibritz (pictured below) owned by Kathleen Rose. Second went to Magic Mike owned by Mikayla Foster and ridden by Celine Myers. Third was El Cerrito owned by Elizabeth Vogelsang and ridden by Kate Severson.

The $5000 USHJA National Derby was also moved to Saturday due to the weather and Surprise owned by Karen King and ridden by Lauren Mc Kenzie (pictured below) won the blue. Chiquito TSH owned by Joshua Tabor and ridden by Amanda Comly was second and Jana Rodes and her Likewise was third. A great brunch was brought to everyone by South Haven Farm and Memorial Park Hunters.

The feature event on Saturday was the $30,000 Nutrena Grand Prix with riders decked out in Kastel Denmark shirts. Nutrena and Kastel Denmark also sponsored a great Fajita Party during the event. Tracy Fenny (pictured below) made it back to back wins with MTV Reve Du Paradis over Anderson Lima's course. Tracy once again took home the Kastel Denmark award for the highest placing female. Second in the Prix went to Ziezo owned by Fleur De Lis Farms and ridden by Scott Lenkart and the yellow ribbon went to MTV Como No also ridden by Tracy Fenny.

The $25,000 THJA Children/Adult Jumper Challenge Series came to a close with the Low Child/Adult top bonus going to Heather Cleveland and the High Child/Adult top bonus went to Olivia Parr, shown below.

The top placing THJA rider was Angela Dominguez. The EMO High Point Rider Awards were also calculated for the four weeks and the winners were:

- High Point Pro Hunter Rider - Rachel Lindsey
- High Point Amateur Hunter Rider - Calbyn Burns
- High Point Junior Hunter Rider - Jordan Collio
- High Point Child/Adult Hunter Rider - D'Anne Feready
- High Point Junior Rider - Heather Cleveland

Congratulations to all of our Circuit and Division winners shown in the attachments and a special thanks to Jerry Mohme for the great photos shown above. To check out your photos from the show, go to www.jerryMohmePhotography.com.

We would like to thank everyone for showing with us during these four weeks and hope you have a great summer!